
 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

JUNE 26, 2020          
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 

CARSON WENTZ AO1 FOUNDATION TO BE FEATURED 
ON ARCA SERIES CAR FRIDAY AT POCONO RACEWAY 

 
PHILADELPHIA - NASCAR driver Sam Mayer will be featuring custom artwork on his No. 21 car to 
support the Carson Wentz AO1 Foundation on Friday, June 26, 2020, at Pocono Raceway. The race 

will be live on FS1 at 6 p.m. EST. 

Mayer, a fellow Capture Sports Marketing client, is the youngest champion in NASCAR history. 

Currently signed with GMS Racing, Mayer has built an impressive resume and continues to climb the 

ladder of stock car racing. 

“I love how the car turned out, and I’m really excited to watch Sam. I love his faith and willingness 
to be bold about it at such a young age! It’s also amazing what he’s been able to accomplish this 

quickly in his NASCAR career and I know big things are ahead for him,” said Carson Wentz, 

president of the AO1 Foundation. “We are grateful for his support of the foundation, and we wish 

him the best!” 

Capture Sports Marketing announced their partnership with Mayer to feature nonprofit organizations 
founded by professional athletes from the National Football League and the National Basketball 

Association on his cars for all ARCA Series races in 2020. 

“The nonprofit paint schemes are not only going to look awesome, but they are a way for race fans 

to become aware of nonprofits that are helping people during the challenging times we’re in,” said 
Mayer. “I’m thankful that during all of my ARCA series races I can also play a small role in helping 

others and encouraging fans to support nonprofits founded by professional athletes. I’m going to 

work hard to bring their names to victory lane!” 

ABOUT THE CARSON WENTZ AO1 FOUNDATION  
The Carson Wentz AO1 Foundation is a 501(c)(3) founded in 2017 with the mission of “Uplifting 

individuals and communities around the world by demonstrating God's love for His people” through 
its three ministries: Thy Kingdom Crumb, the Outdoor Ministry and the Haiti Sports Complex. For 

more information about the AO1 Foundation,  
visit www.ao1foundation.org, Facebook,  

Twitter and Instagram. 
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